Mechanism of polaritons coupling from perspective of equivalent MLC circuits model in slit arrays.
Magnetic polariton is a significant mode in tailoring thermal radiative properties with micro/nanostructures metamaterials and can be explained by equivalent inductor-capacitor circuit model. However, the equivalent inductor-capacitor circuit model is out of operation when the magnetic polariton resonance frequency is close to the surface plasmon polariton excitation frequency and cases of oblique incidence. In this work, we present a mutual inductor-inductor-capacitor circuit model to describe magnetic polariton resonance conditions. The mechanism of coupling between the surface plasmon polariton and magnetic polariton is explained from the perspective of equivalent circuits. The interaction between the surface plasmon polariton and magnetic polariton is studied and considered as a mutual inductance in the MLC circuit model. This model is still applicable in the case of oblique incidence. Slit arrays with different geometric parameters and incident angles are calculated to verify the rationality of the mutual inductor-inductor-capacitor circuit model. This study may allow us to predict features and parameters and achieve tailoring of the thermal radiative properties of the micro/nano-structures metamaterials.